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Abstract
Dutta et al. (Econometrica 69 (2001) 1013) (Dutta, Jackson, and Le Breton—DJLeB)
initiate the study of manipulation of voting procedures by a candidate who withdraws from
the election. A voting procedure is candidate stable if this is never possible. We extend the
DJLeB framework by allowing: (a) the outcome of the procedure to be a set of candidates; (b)
some or all of the voters to have weak preference orderings of the candidates. When there are
at least three candidates, any strongly candidate stable voting selection satisfying a weak
unanimity condition is characterized by a serial dictatorship. This result generalizes Theorem 4
of DJLeB.
r 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The possibility that a candidate with no chance of winning might change the
outcome by withdrawing from the election was a vivid feature of the 2000 US
Presidential election, and is frequently a consideration when more than two
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candidates are running. Dutta, Jackson, and Le Breton (henceforth DJLeB) [14]
initiate the study of ‘‘stability’’ with respect to such strategizing, investigating the
procedures that do not allow successful manipulation of the outcome by strategic
withdrawal, so that having all candidates is a stable conﬁguration among the various
possible sets of candidacies. In their framework agents may be either candidates or
voters, or both, and each agent has a strict preference ordering over the set of
candidates. A function assigning a feasible candidate to each preference proﬁlefeasible set pair is, in their terminology, a voting procedure if it satisﬁes a condition
we will describe as independence of irrelevant alternatives: the chosen candidate
depends only on the voters’ rankings of the feasible candidates. They only consider
proﬁles in which each candidate prefers herself to any other candidate. In this
context a natural version of unanimity is that a candidate is selected if she is the
favorite of all voters who are not candidates and the second favorite of all other
candidates who are voters.
DJLeB say that a voting procedure is candidate stable if there is no proﬁle
such that a candidate can achieve a preferred outcome, in comparison with the one
chosen when all enter, by withdrawing. A voting procedure is strongly candidate
stable if there is no proﬁle such that a candidate who is not winning when all
enter can change the outcome by withdrawing. If the sets of candidates and voters
are disjoint, so that the candidates’ preferences have no inﬂuence, independence
of irrelevant alternatives implies that the two conditions are equivalent: if there
is a proﬁle allowing a candidate to inﬂuence the outcome by withdrawing, then by
modifying the candidate’s preferences, if need be, one may create a proﬁle in
which the candidate proﬁts by withdrawing. From a logical point of view, the
most powerful result (Theorem 4) in DJLeB is that a voting procedure satisfying
unanimity and strong candidate stability is necessarily dictatorial. What they
regard as their main result—that procedures satisfying unanimity and candidate
stability are dictatorial when the sets of candidates and voters are disjoint—is
a corollary. They give an example (with some candidates who are also voters,
of course) of a nondictatorial procedure that satisﬁes unanimity and candidate
stability.
This paper generalizes Theorem 4 of DJLeB in two directions. First, we show that
it continues to hold when the mechanism may select a set of candidates with more
than one element. We call such a mechanism a voting selection. We will say that the
voting selection is strongly candidate stable if, for each candidate, that candidate’s
withdrawal from the slate of all candidates results in no change in the set speciﬁed by
the selection when that candidate was not in this set, and results only in the removal
of that candidate when that candidate was a member of the selected set, but not its
unique member.
Our second generalization is to allow the agents to have weak preference orderings
of the candidates, ﬁnding that the voting selection is characterized by serial
dictatorship. That is, there is a ﬁrst dictator, and the ﬁnal choice is always a subset of
her set of favorite candidates. The ﬁeld is further winnowed by eliminating all but a
second dictator’s favorites from this set, all but the third dictator’s favorites from the
resulting set, and so forth. There is a weak preference ordering (tie breaking rule)
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such that the chosen set consists of the candidates that are most preferred under this
ordering among those who survive all voters’ vetoes.
It should be noted that our result in the case when all voters may have weak
preferences does not directly imply Theorem 4 of DJLeB: the nonexistence of a
function with a property, say P; on a large domain does not have implications for the
existence of such a function on a small domain unless one can easily show that a
function on the small domain satisfying P has an extension satisfying P: In order to
obtain a framework encompassing their result and the case in which all voters may
have weak preferences, we consider a mixed framework in which some voters are
allowed to have weak preferences while other voters have only strict preferences. If
one of the dictators always has strict preferences, after she has been consulted there
will be only one remaining candidate, so the preferences of subsequent voters in the
list of dictators, and the tie breaking rule, have no effect in this case. As we will see, if
a candidate voter’s preferences may affect the outcome, i.e., she does not come after
the ﬁrst dictator with strict preferences, then she must be the last in the list of
dictators, since otherwise there are proﬁles in which dictatorship is in conﬂict with
our version of unanimity. In particular, when a candidate voter has inﬂuence there
can be only one such voter, and she is decisive only when all other voters are
indifferent.
Three other recent papers have extended the concepts and analysis of DJLeB.
Ehlers and Weymark [15] provide an alternative, relatively simple, proof of Theorem
4 of DJLeB. Rodrı́guez-Álvarez [36], which is independent, also considers the
extension to multivalued voting procedures, obtaining the special case of our
theorem when all agents are assumed to have strict preferences. It also provides
extensive discussion of the connection between strategy proofness and possible
deﬁnitions of stability for multivalued voting selections, some of which we explain
below. In addition, his proof provides yet another route to Theorem 4 of DJLeB.
Rodrı́guez-Álvarez [35] extends the analysis of DJLeB to allow outcomes that are
lotteries over the set of candidates.
In addition to generalizing the result, we provide a method of proof that is
signiﬁcantly different from those employed by DJLeB, Ehlers and Weymark, and
Rodrı́guez-Álvarez. These papers derive social welfare functions that are shown to
satisfy the hypotheses of various versions of Arrow’s theorem (Wilson [38] in the case
of DJLeB; Grether and Plott [24] in the case of Ehlers and Weymark; Mas-Colell and
Sonnenschein [30] in the case of Rodrı́guez-Álvarez [36]) leading to the conclusion
that the derived social welfare functions are dictatorial, which in turn implies that the
voting procedure is dictatorial. (See Section 4 for additional discussion.) Our
argument is more direct, using the pivotal voter method originated by Barberà [3]
and recently employed by Geanakoplos [20], Benoı̂t [7], and Reny [34].
It is natural, both conceptually and in relation to prior literature, to be concerned
with generalizing the results of DJLeB in the directions considered here. Little needs
to be said to motivate the extension to weak preferences: they are natural and studied
in many other models, of course. It is interesting to point out that in the context of a
closely related result, the Gibbard–Satterthwaite theorem [22,37] weak preferences
allow much more general notions of serial dictatorship. For example, there are
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nonmanipulable Paretian social choice functions given by serial dictatorships in
which the second dictator may be a function of the ﬁrst dictator’s preference
ordering, the third dictator can depend jointly on the preference orderings of the ﬁrst
two dictators, and so forth.
There is a large and continuing literature concerned with extensions of the
Gibbard–Satterthwaite theorem to set-valued social choice functions [3,5–7,
11,13,16–18,23,25–28,36]. Many motivations have been suggested for considering
set-valued social choice procedures. On the one hand, the set itself may be the ﬁnal
outcome of the procedure. Examples include determination of the membership of a
committee, elections in which legislative representatives are selected using a system
of multi-member districts, and legislative procedures in which a subset of a set of
proposed pieces of legislation will eventually be passed into law [6,25–27,32].
The selected set may be the set of equilibrium outcomes of the ﬁnal stage of a
multistage procedure. For example, Besley and Coate [8] deﬁne a political equilibrium
to be a subgame perfect equilibrium of a procedure in which, in the ﬁrst stage, each
voter decides whether to run for ofﬁce. In such a setting one may think of the voting
selection as specifying, for each possible set of candidates, the set of equilibrium
outcomes of the subgame of the mechanism in which those candidates run. When the
voting selection satisﬁes our version of strong candidate stability there necessarily
exists a political equilibrium in which all candidates choose to run.1
In another large class of interpretations the selected set is the slate of candidates
who survive the ﬁrst stage of a multistage procedure [5,7,11,13,28,36]. The
mechanism designer may or may not be able to control subsequent stages, and
when the subsequent stages are not controllable, there may be more or less
information about the outcomes they will produce. At one extreme, there are
circumstances in which it is natural to imagine that the mechanism designer knows
nothing about the process that will result in a ﬁnal winner or the candidates’
selection probabilities. At the other extreme the mechanism designer may know the
exact selection probabilities, for instance because they are generated by the
generalization of using a coin ﬂip to select a winner in the event of the tie: the
winner is selected by means of a lottery that assigns equal probability to each
member of the set.
Of course different interpretations lead to different notions of manipulation and
non-manipulability [19]. Our assumptions are, to a large extent, motivated by the
desire to ﬁnd the appropriate version of candidate stability for the interpretation in
which ties are broken by predetermined lotteries. As in the strong candidate stability
notion of DJLeB, we impose the requirement that if a candidate is not a member of
the selected set, the selected set must be the same after that candidate withdraws. (In
addition one would like to assume that the candidate’s withdrawal has no impact on
1

To construct the equilibrium we must choose a ‘‘winner’’ from the set speciﬁed by the voting selection
for each set of candidates. The winner from the set that results when all candidates run may be chosen
arbitrarily. Strong candidate stability implies that it is possible to choose the same winner after the
withdrawal of any candidate other than the winner herself, and any speciﬁcation of winners with this
feature will be satisfactory, since the withdrawal of any candidate other than the winner does not change
the outcome, and the winner prefers herself to any other candidate.
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the selection probabilities of the members of the chosen set, but our framework does
not encompass the information required to express this condition.) Since we assume
throughout that each candidate always prefers herself to any other candidate,
a candidate who is the unique element of the selected set can never achieve a more
desired outcome by withdrawing. Consequently, the requirement that no
candidate can manipulate by withdrawing has no implications concerning the
chosen set after the candidate’s withdrawal in this case, and our assumptions impose
no restrictions.
The more problematic assumptions concern the impact of withdrawal when the
candidate is a member of the chosen set, but not its only member. When the winner is
selected by an equiprobable lottery, the requirement that no candidate can
manipulate by withdrawing clearly implies a condition we call noncontraction: the
candidate’s withdrawal does not result in the removal of any other candidate from
the selected set. This follows because, in the absence of information concerning the
candidate’s von Neumann-Morgenstern (vNM) utility function, one cannot
guarantee that such a strategic withdrawal is not improving, since the withdrawing
candidate might regard the eliminated candidate as disastrous. More difﬁcult to
justify is the assumption we call nonexpansion: the candidate’s withdrawal does not
result in the addition of new candidates to the chosen set. If the ﬁnal winner is
selected using an equiprobable lottery, and two new candidates are introduced when
the candidate withdraws, this may be a successful manipulation if the new candidates
are, in the withdrawing candidate’s opinion, almost as good as the candidate herself.
But we also impose the requirement that the effect of the candidate’s withdrawal is
not to replace her with a single other candidate, even though this would not create an
incentive to withdraw when the ﬁnal winner is chosen using an equiprobable lottery.
One justiﬁcation for this assumption is that there are examples (Example 3 below
and Example 1 of Rodrı́guez-Álvarez [36]) showing that it cannot be dispensed with.
From this point of view our assumptions are not, perhaps, the most desirable, but
merely the weakest that are logically possible for the types of generalizations of
DJLeB that we are investigating. (Applied to voting procedures, our notion of strong
candidate stability is equivalent to the DJLeB concept, so our result is a
generalization, and not merely a variant, of theirs.)
Rodrı́guez-Álvarez [36] provides a precise justiﬁcation for our deﬁnition of strong
candidate stability. In his framework (following Barberá et al. [5] and Benoı̂t [7])
each agent expresses a preference ordering over sets. Without restrictions on these
orderings the sets could be taken as the primitive alternatives, so the interest in this
approach arises when there are restrictions, in which case the results are not simple
corollaries of the results for procedures that always choose a single candidate. As in
[5], Rodrı́guez-Álvarez [36] focuses on the preference orderings on sets that can be
derived from a vNM utility function on the candidates when a ﬁnal winner is selected
in one of two ways:
(a) each member of the winning set is selected with equal probability;
(b) there is a probability distribution on the set of candidates, and the selection
probabilities from any subset are the derived conditional probabilities.
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As Rodrı́guez-Álvarez [36] also points out, under (a) it will never be proﬁtable for
a candidate to withdraw if the result is to replace himself with precisely one other
candidate, but under (b) it can be proﬁtable, provided the new candidate is almost as
good, in the withdrawing candidate’s opinion, and is selected with higher
probability. A third possibility is that the selection probabilities from the various
subsets need not be derived by conditioning, but still have the property that the
probability of selecting a particular candidate from some set is always greater than
the probability of selecting that candidate from any proper superset. This scenario,
which falls between the possibilities (a) and (b) studied by Barberá et al. [5] and
Rodrı́guez-Álvarez [35,36] on the one hand, and the very general preferences over
sets considered by Benoı̂t [7] on the other, also justiﬁes the more demanding form of
strong candidate stability studied here.
We should mention at this point that it is possible to consider voting procedures
that are explicitly probabilistic, mapping slate-proﬁle pairs to lotteries over the slate.
In such a setting Gibbard [23] shows that a social choice rule satisfying assumptions
similar to those of the Gibbard–Satterthwaite theorem is necessarily a probabilistic
mixture of dictatorships. One might conjecture that a probabilistic version of strong
candidate stability (in conjunction with analogues of unanimity and independence of
irrelevant alternatives) implies that a probabilistic voting procedure is a random
dictatorship. But Pattanaik and Peleg [33, Example 5.6] give the following
counterexample.
Suppose that the number of candidates is greater than two and less than the
number of voters plus two. The procedure behaves like a random dictatorship except
at certain proﬁles described below, for the slate of all candidates. Speciﬁcally, for
slates that are proper subsets of the set of candidates, and for the slate of all
candidates at nonexceptional proﬁles, the probability that a candidate is selected is
proportional to the number of voters for whom that candidate is the favorite from
the slate. The exceptional proﬁles are those in which there is a candidate that is the
second choice of all voters, and every other candidate is the favorite of at least one
voter. (The requirement that the number of candidates is less than the number of
voters plus two guarantees that such proﬁles exist, and they do not have a
unanimous ﬁrst choice since there are at least three candidates.) For these proﬁles the
procedure is a mixture of the equal-weights random dictatorship (with weight 1  e)
and the unanimous second choice (with weight e). This procedure assigns no
probability to Pareto dominated candidates, so it satisﬁes the probabilistic version of
our unanimity condition: the probability of choosing a candidate from the
intersection of the voters’ sets of favorites is one when that intersection is nonempty.
This procedure is easily seen to have selection probabilities that depend only on
voters’ preferences over the slate, which is the natural probabilistic interpretation of
independence of irrelevant alternatives. When 1=e  1 is greater than the number of
voters, withdrawal of a candidate never causes another candidate’s selection
probability to decrease, so withdrawal cannot be an effective manipulation.
Pattanaik and Peleg also prove a positive result that applies when there are at least
two voters and the number of candidates is at least two greater than the number of
voters. In this case random dictatorships are the only procedures which satisfy
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independence of irrelevant alternatives, assign no probability to Pareto-dominated
candidates, and in which the withdrawal of a candidate does not lead to a decrease in
any other candidate’s selection probability. We do not know whether this result
continues to hold when the probabilistic version of our unanimity condition
mentioned above is substituted for their Pareto condition. Other variations of this
condition are possible. For instance, one could require that, for every proﬁle, the
chosen lottery is ordinally efﬁcient [10,12,31] by which we mean that there is no other
feasible lottery that is unambiguously better for each voter in the sense of ﬁrst-order
stochastic dominance. Possibly because they noticed this, Pattanaik and Peleg
describe their condition as ‘‘Paretian ex post.’’
The remainder of the paper has the following structure. In Section 2 we describe
the model formally and state the main result: when there are at least two voters and
three candidates unanimity and strong candidate stability imply that there is a serial
dictatorship with limited powers for candidate voters. Section 3 gives several
examples that show that the full strength of all assumptions are required in the
theorem. Section 4 contains the proof.

2. The result
The set of individuals is N: Individuals may be either candidates or voters. Let
CCN be the set of candidates and let VCN be the set of voters. We assume that V
and C are ﬁnite and each have at least two elements, and that C,V ¼ N: An
important possibility is that C-V is nonempty.
A weak preference relation R is a complete2 transitive binary relation on C: Let
Rw be the set of such relations. For RARw the associated strict preference relation P
and the associated indifference relation I are deﬁned by aPb3½aRb&:bRa and
aIb3½aRb&bRa; respectively. Weak preference relations on C will typically be
denoted by R; R0 ; Ri ; y with P; P0 ; Pi ; y and I; I 0 ; Ii ; y being the associated strict
preference and indifference relations, respectively.
Let Rs be the set of RARw that are strict in the sense that for all distinct a; bAC;
either aPb or bPa: We allow for domains of preference proﬁles in which some
individuals may have weak preferences while others are restricted to have strict
preferences. Let Ns CN be the set of individuals who are restricted to have strict
preferences, and let Nw :¼ N\Ns be the set of individuals who may have weak
preferences. Set Vs :¼ V-Ns ; and deﬁne Vw ; Cs ; and Cw similarly.
Each candidate is assumed to prefer herself to all other candidates, but she can be
indifferent between other candidates if she
Q is in Nw : That is, Cw may be nonempty.
Thus the relevant set of proﬁles is R :¼ iAN Ri where, for each iAN;
Ri :¼ fRi ARw : Ri ARs if iANs

2

and iPi a for all aAC\fig if iACg:

R is complete if, for all a; bAC; either aRb or bRa; and possibly both. Note that this implies reﬂexivity:
aRa for all aAC:
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If SCN and F CC; we say that proﬁles R and R0 agree for S on F if aRi b3aR0i b
for all iAS and all a; bAF : We say that R and R0 agree on F if they agree for N on F :
Since we are only concerned with the possibility that a candidate may choose to drop
out when all candidates are running, we only consider slates of candidates that
include all but at most one candidate.3 A roster is a set of candidates containing all
but at most one candidate; let
A ¼ fACC: #AX#C  1g
be the set of rosters. A voting selection is a function
V: A

R-2C \f|g

mapping roster-proﬁle pairs to candidate sets with the following properties:
(i) V ðA; RÞCA for all ðA; RÞAA R;
(ii) V ðA; RÞ ¼ V ðA; R0 Þ whenever R; R0 AR agree for V on A:
We refer to condition (i) as feasibility and condition (ii) as independence of irrelevant
alternatives.
A certain amount of care is involved in adapting the unanimity condition of
DJLeB to our setting, where voters may have weak preferences. First of all, if there
are two or more candidate voters, there can never be a unanimous favorite, and it
seems natural to think that unanimity should require the choice of a candidate when
she is one of the most preferred candidates of each noncandidate voters and in the
second indifference class of all other candidate voters. Formally, a candidate a is a
restricted favorite from AAA for individual i with preference Ri if aAA and aRi b for
all bAA\fig: A candidate is regarded as a unanimous favorite from A for a proﬁle R if:
(i) she is a restricted favorite from A for all voters; (ii) she is not weakly Pareto
dominated by another candidate in A: To see the need for (ii) consider the possibility
that there is one candidate voter, say a; and all other voters have both a and a’s
second choice b in their top indifference class. In this circumstance b is Pareto
dominated, but nonetheless satisﬁes (i). A voting selection V satisﬁes unanimity
if V ðA; RÞ is the set of unanimous favorites from A whenever this set has exactly
one element. This is a weak version of the general notion of Pareto optimality. In
Lemma 1 we show that, in conjunction with the other requirements on V ; it implies a
much stronger unanimity condition.
For a candidate aAC we say that a voting selection V satisﬁes a-stability if, for all
proﬁles R; either V ðC; RÞ ¼ fag or V ðC\fag; RÞ ¼ V ðC; RÞ\fag: The voting selection
satisﬁes strong candidate stability if it satisﬁes a-stability for all aAC:
The concept of a-stability can be thought of as the conjunction of three conditions.
We say that V satisﬁes a-insignificance if aeV ðC; RÞ implies V ðC\fag; RÞ ¼ V ðC; RÞ:
It is said to satisfy a-noncontraction if V ðC\fag; RÞ*V ðC; RÞ\fag for all aAV ðC; RÞ;
and it is said to satisfy a-nonexpansion if V ðC\fag; RÞCV ðC; RÞ\fag when
3

Other authors [15,35,36] consider voting procedures that are deﬁned for slates of candidates missing
more than one candidate. One may pass by restriction from a voting procedure or selection deﬁned on all
such slates to one deﬁned for slates missing at most one candidate, so our approach is superﬁcially more
general, but careful examination shows that their arguments do not refer to smaller slates.
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aAV ðC; RÞ and a is not the unique element of V ðC; RÞ: We say that V satisfies
insignificance (noncontraction, nonexpansion) if it satisﬁes a-insigniﬁcance
(a-noncontraction, a-nonexpansion) for all aAC:
In our notion of serial dictatorship the voters are asked in turn, according to a
given ordering, to veto all but their favorites in the set of candidates that have not yet
been vetoed. If multiple candidates survive this process, then the selected set is the
subset of favorites according to a given preference order, which may be thought of as
a tie breaking rule. Formally, a serial dictatorship is a pair ðp; rÞ where
p: f1; y; #Vg-V is one-to-one and onto, and r is a weak preference on the set
C\V of nonvoting candidates. For a nonempty F CC and a weak preference R let
topðF ; RÞ :¼ faAF : aRb for all bAF g
be the set of most preferred elements of F : For a serial dictatorship ðp; rÞ there is an
#V
1
associated voting selection Vðp;rÞ given by deﬁning Vðp;rÞ
ðA; RÞ; y; Vðp;rÞ
ðA; RÞ
recursively, for a roster A and proﬁle R; by
1
ðA; RÞ :¼ topðA; Rpð1Þ Þ
Vðp;rÞ

and
i
i1
ðA; RÞ :¼ topðVðp;rÞ
ðA; RÞ; RpðiÞ Þ ði ¼ 2; y; #VÞ;
Vðp;rÞ

after which we set
#V
ðA; RÞ; rÞ:
Vðp;rÞ ðA; RÞ :¼ topðVðp;rÞ

We say that a voting procedure V is dictatorial if there is a serial dictatorship ðp; rÞ
such that V ðA; RÞ ¼ Vðp;rÞ ðA; RÞ for all ðA; RÞAA R: For R0 CR we say that V is
ðp; rÞ-dictatorial on R0 if V ðA; RÞ ¼ Vðp;rÞ ðA; RÞ for all ðA; RÞAA R0 :
We say that ðp; rÞ is equivalent to ðp0 ; r0 Þ; and write ðp; rÞEðp0 ; r0 Þ; when
Vðp;rÞ ¼ Vðp0 ;r0 Þ :
Typically, this happens because p and p0 agree in their orderings of voters up to and
including a voter in Vs : We say that p is equivalent to p0 ; written pEp0 ; if, for all
j ¼ 1; y; #V; either pðjÞ ¼ p0 ðjÞ or there is an integer j 0 with 1pj 0 oj such pðj 0 Þ ¼
p0 ðj 0 ÞAVs : Clearly ðp; rÞ is equivalent to ðp0 ; r0 Þ if and only if either:
(a) there is some voter in Vs and pEp0 ; or
(b) all voters are in Vw and ðp; rÞ ¼ ðp0 ; r0 Þ:
It turns out that the serial dictatorships ðp; rÞ for which Vðp;rÞ satisﬁes unanimity
have the following property: a serial dictatorship ðp; rÞ is candidate final if, for all j
such that 1pjo#V; pðjÞAC implies that there is some j 0 such that 1pj 0 oj and
pðj 0 ÞAVs : A voting selection is candidate final dictatorial if it is ðp; rÞ-dictatorial for a
candidate ﬁnal ðp; rÞ: Note that if ðp; rÞEðp0 ; r0 Þ and ðp; rÞ is candidate ﬁnal , then
so is ðp0 ; r0 Þ:
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To see that Vðp;rÞ does not satisfy unanimity when #CX3 and ðp; rÞ is not
candidate ﬁnal , suppose that a is the ﬁrst candidate voter in the list of dictators, all
earlier voters are in Vw ; and there are other voters coming after a in the list of
dictators. Consider a proﬁle R in which all voters prior to a in the list of dictators
have a and b in their top indifference set, and all voters after a in the list of dictators
have b as a restricted favorite, strictly preferring b to a: Then Vðp;rÞ ðC; RÞ ¼ fag; but,
except in one special case, b is the unique unanimous favorite. (In fact a is a
unanimous favorite if and only if b is the only candidate voter after a in the list of
dictators and a is b’s second choice. Since C has three or more elements, we can
choose Rb with a ranked below some third candidate.)
Our main result is:
Theorem. Suppose #CX3: Then V satisfies unanimity and strong candidate stability if
and only if it is candidate final dictatorial.4
A stronger form of unanimity leads to a simpler form of serial dictatorship. A
voting selection V satisﬁes strong unanimity if V ðA; RÞ coincides with the intersection
of all voters’ sets of restricted favorites from A when this set is nonempty, even if it is
not a singleton. If Vðp;rÞ satisﬁes strong unanimity and VCNw ; then r must be the
trivial preference in which all nonvoting candidates are ranked the same, since, when
two of them are unanimous favorites, the chosen set must include both. Ehlers and
Weymark [15] sketch an adaptation of their methods that could be used to prove the
case of the theorem pertaining to strong unanimity.
When there is only one voter, unanimity implies that the voting selection is
essentially dictatorial, but, technically speaking, the theorem would be false without
the assumption that there are at least two voters. Speciﬁcally consider the case of a
candidate who is the only voter. Unanimity implies that this candidate will be chosen
when she is a member of the roster. It also implies that the set chosen from the roster
of all other candidates will be a subset of her restricted favorites, but strong
candidate stability imposes essentially no restrictions on this subset. In particular,
the chosen set need not be the r-most preferred subset of her restricted favorites for
some ﬁxed ordering r of the other candidates.
3. Counterexamples
We now present three examples showing that the conclusion of the theorem does
not hold if we weaken our notion of strong candidate stability by dropping,
respectively, insigniﬁcance, noncontraction, or nonexpansion.
Example 1 (Fixed binary agenda—FBA). Assume that Nw ¼ | and that #V is
odd, so that binary majority rule elections never have ties. Fix an ordering of
the elements of C as a1 ; y; ap : In this voting selection, applied to ðA; RÞ; where
4

Theorem 1 of Rodrı́guez-Álvarez [36] is this result for the case in which all agents have strict
preferences.
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A ¼ fai1 ; y; ai#A g with i1 o?oi#A ; ai1 and ai2 participate in a binary majority rule
election, the one that is R-preferred by the majority is matched up against ai3 in a
second majority rule election, the winner in that election is matched up against ai4 ;
and so forth. The voting selection VFBA is deﬁned by letting VFBA ðA; RÞ be the
singleton whose only element is the candidate that remains at the end of this
sequence of elections. Unanimity and independence of irrelevant alternatives are
obviously satisﬁed. Since a single candidate is always selected, nonexpansion and
noncontraction hold trivially. If there are three candidates and three voters whose
preferences constitute the Condorcet proﬁle (that is, a1 R1 a2 R1 a3 ; a2 R2 a3 R2 a1 ;
a3 R3 a1 R3 a2 ) the winner of the ﬁrst pairwise election loses the second election, and
can change the outcome by withdrawing. Thus insigniﬁcance is violated. (Example 2
of DJLeB shows that the same conclusion is obtained when sophisticated voting5 is
used to determine the winner.)
Example 2 (Top cycle—TC). Again assume that Nw ¼ | and that #V is odd. The
voting selection VTC is deﬁned by letting VTC ðA; RÞ be the top cycle of A for proﬁle
R; which is the set of aAA such that for all bAA\fag there is a sequence a ¼
a0 ; y; aq ¼ b in A such that for i ¼ 1; y; q; ai is defeated by ai1 in a majority rule
election. The top cycle is nonempty: if an alternative, say b; is not indirectly defeated
by an alternative, say a; that indirectly defeats the maximal number of alternatives,
then b must directly defeat a and indirectly defeat all alternatives indirectly defeated
by a; contradicting maximality. It is obvious that VTC satisﬁes unanimity and
independence of irrelevant alternatives. Removing a candidate in the top cycle may
eliminate other members of the top cycle (consider the Condorcet proﬁle) so VTC
does not satisfy noncontraction. Removing a candidate a in the top cycle cannot
result in new candidates joining the top cycle except when a is the only member,
simply because there are fewer sequences by which a candidate not in the original top
cycle might indirectly defeat a candidate in the original top cycle, so VTC does satisfy
nonexpansion. We claim that VTC also satisﬁes insigniﬁcance: removing a candidate
a not in the top cycle can neither expand nor contract the top cycle. To see this we
begin by observing that either: (i) there is a candidate who is the unique element of
the top cycle both before and after a is removed, or (ii) one may choose distinct b and
c with b in the top cycle before the removal and c is in the top cycle afterwards. Then
c indirectly defeats b (with or without a) and before the removal b indirectly defeats a
and all other candidates, implying that c indirectly defeats all other candidates before
the removal, i.e., c is in the original top cycle. If b is not in the top cycle after the
removal, then b does not indirectly defeat c after the removal. But it does before the
removal, so it must indirectly defeat a while a indirectly defeats c: But then a is in the
top cycle before the removal, contrary to assumption.

5
Voting is sophisticated if, in each binary election, each voter votes for the candidate whose victory in
the current round will result in the best ﬁnal outcome, given that voters in later rounds will also vote in a
sophisticated manner.
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Example 3 (Bidictatorship; cf. Feldman [18]). Again assume that Nw ¼ |: For
i; jAV\C let Vij be deﬁned by specifying that Vij ðA; RÞ is the set whose elements are
the Ri -most preferred element of A and the Rj -most preferred element of A: Clearly
Vij satisﬁes unanimity, independence of irrelevant alternatives, insigniﬁcance, and
noncontraction, but it does not satisfy nonexpansion because when one of the two
favorites drops out, it is likely to be replaced by a new candidate. Note that Vij
satisﬁes the condition mentioned in the introduction, that the withdrawal of a
candidate who is being chosen never leads to more than one new candidate being
added to the chosen set.
Lemma 3 and Theorem 2 of Rodrı́guez-Álvarez [36] combine to imply that when
there are four or more candidates, dictatorships and bidictatorships are the only
strongly candidate stable voting selections satisfying insigniﬁcance, noncontraction,
and the weakened form of nonexpansion that requires that a candidate’s withdrawal
never leads to the chosen set expanding by more than one element. (There is a similar
variant of the Gibbard–Satterthwaite theorem due to Feldman [18].)
The following example (and also Example 1 of Rodrı́guez-Álvarez [36]) shows that
when there are three candidates, there are other voting selections satisfying
insigniﬁcance, noncontraction, and nonexpansion by more than one element.
Example 4 (Biased junta). Let C ¼ fa; b; cg: Assume that Nw ¼ |; that C-V ¼ |;
and that V has at least three elements. Let JCV be a set with at least three
elements. Then VJ is deﬁned by specifying that VJ ðA; RÞ is the set of elements of A
that are favorites of at least one member of J unless A ¼ C and each candidate is the
favorite of one of the voters, in which case VJ ðC; RÞ ¼ fa; bg: Again, VJ satisﬁes
unanimity, independence of irrelevant alternatives, insigniﬁcance, and noncontraction, and since VJ ðA; RÞ never has more than two elements, it must also satisfy
nonexpansion by more than one element.
In all of the examples above we assume that Nw ¼ |: In an obvious sense this
strengthens the examples: the three conditions constituting candidate stability are
required for the result even when all agents have strict preferences. But at the same
time they raise the question of whether counterexamples exist for larger domains,
e.g., the case of Ns ¼ |:6 There are diverse ways that the examples might be
extended or modiﬁed to ﬁt this case, but a detailed discussion of these would take us
too far aﬁeld, so we leave the exploration of these issues to the reader.
4. Proof of the theorem
First we show that if ðp; rÞ is candidate ﬁnal, then V ¼ Vðp;rÞ satisﬁes unanimity
and strong candidate stability. When there is a unanimous favorite for the proﬁle R;
any other candidate will be eliminated at some point in the successive veto procedure
6

We would like to thank an anonymous associate editor for calling attention to this point.
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deﬁning Vðp;rÞ : If a is a unanimous favorite, then a is not vetoed by any noncandidate
voter, and if the list of dictators ends with a candidate voter, either that voter is a
herself or has been vetoed earlier in the procedure, since otherwise the candidate
voter would Pareto dominate a: To see that Vðp;rÞ is strongly candidate stable
suppose that, for some candidate b; Vðp;rÞ ðA; RÞafbg and observe that, by
induction,
i
i1
Vðp;rÞ
ðC\fbg; RÞ ¼ topðVðp;rÞ
ðC\fbg; RÞ; RpðiÞ Þ
i1
i
ðC; RÞ; RpðiÞ Þ\fbg ¼ Vðp;rÞ
ðC; RÞ\fbg
¼ topðVðp;rÞ
i
for all i; since Vðp;rÞ
ðC; RÞafbg; and then
#V
Vðp;rÞ ðC\fbg; RÞ ¼ topðVðp;rÞ
ðC\fbg; RÞ; rÞ
#V
ðC; RÞ; rÞ\fbg ¼ Vðp;rÞ ðC; RÞ\fbg:
¼ topðVðp;rÞ

We now ﬁx a voting selection V satisfying unanimity and strong candidate
stability. The remainder is devoted to the proof that V is candidate ﬁnal dictatorial.
The unanimity assumption has force only when there is a high degree of
consensus, insofar as the intersection of all voters’ sets of restricted favorites must be
a singleton in order for it to be applicable. Our ﬁrst lemma shows that the
conjunction of unanimity and strong candidate stability implies a much stronger
version of this condition: the chosen set is a subset of any set F such that all voters
prefer all elements of F to all elements of its complement (except to the extent that
candidate voters in the complement of F rank themselves ﬁrst) even when there is
disagreement concerning which elements of F are best. In addition, Lemma 1 also
extends this conclusion to situations in which one candidate (who might be well
regarded) is not in the roster (Ehlers and Weymark [15, Lemma 2]) establish a
stronger conclusion when all voters have strict preferences: if the roster includes a
candidate a that is strictly preferred to b by all voters iab; then b is not in the chosen
set.)
Given F CAAA; let RðF ;AÞ denote the set of proﬁles R such that for each aAF and
bAA\F ; aRi b for all iAV\fbg; and there is some iAV\fag with aPi b: That is, each
aAF weakly Pareto dominates each bAA\F among voters other than b:
Lemma 1. V ðA; RÞCF for all AAA; all nonempty F CA; and all RARðF ;AÞ :
Proof. We argue by induction on #F : If F ¼ fag has one element, this element is
clearly a unanimous favorite from A and is not Pareto dominated by any element of
A\F : In addition, for each bAA\F there is some iAV\fag with aPi b; so b is not a
unanimous favorite from A: Therefore the assertion follows from unanimity.
Fix F with more than one element. Assume that the claim has already been
established for sets with fewer than #F elements.
We begin with the case A ¼ C: Consider any RARðF ;CÞ and any cAF : Let R0 be the
proﬁle obtained from R by moving c to the bottom in each individual ranking other
than Rc if cAV: That is, R0 is the unique element of R that agrees with R on C\fcg
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and, for all iAN\fcg; satisﬁes aPi c for all aAC\fcg: It is easy to see that
R0 ARðF \fcg;CÞ : (Here one must note that since V has more than one element, it
cannot be the case that V ¼ fcg:) We may assume that V ðC; RÞafcg since
otherwise we would be done. Now either c-noncontraction or c-insigniﬁcance imply
that V ðC; RÞ\fcgCV ðC\fcg; RÞ: But independence of irrelevant alternatives implies
that V ðC\fcg; RÞ ¼ V ðC\fcg; R0 Þ; and the induction hypothesis gives
V ðC\fcg; R0 ÞCF \fcg: Therefore V ðC; RÞCF ; as desired.
Now suppose that A ¼ C\fdg: Let R00 be the proﬁle obtained from R by moving
d to the bottom of everyone’s ranking (except d’s) so that R00 is the unique element
of RðF ;CÞ that agrees with R on C\fdg and has bP00i d for all iAN\fdg and all
bAC\fdg: Since there are at least two voters, there is a voter other than d; and the
claim just established therefore implies that V ðC; R00 ÞCF ; so that in particular
deV ðC; R00 Þ: Therefore independence of irrelevant alternatives and d-insigniﬁcance
yield
V ðC\fdg; RÞ ¼ V ðC\fdg; R00 Þ ¼ V ðC; R00 ÞCF :

&

For |aF CC let RF :¼ RðF ;CÞ : The next result strengthens independence of
irrelevant alternatives by showing that, for proﬁles in RF ; preferences over the
complement of F have no effect on the chosen set.
Lemma 2. For all |aF CC; if R; R0 ARF agree on F ; then V ðC; RÞ ¼ V ðC; R0 Þ:
Proof. We may assume that F is a proper subset of C since otherwise R ¼ R0
whenever R and R0 agree on F : For some aAC\F consider R and R0 that agree on
C\fag: Lemma 1 implies that aeV ðC; RÞ; so V ðC; RÞ ¼ V ðC\fag; RÞ follows from ainsigniﬁcance. Similarly, V ðC; R0 Þ ¼ V ðC\fag; R0 Þ; and independence of irrelevant
alternatives implies that V ðC\fag; RÞ ¼ V ðC\fag; R0 Þ; so V ðC; RÞ ¼ V ðC; R0 Þ:
Now observe that we can pass between arbitrary R; R̃ARF that agree on F
through a sequence in which adjacent pairs agree on C\fag for some aAC\F : For
example, if C\F ¼ fc1 ; c2 ; y; ck g; then we could pass from R and R̃ to R0 and R̃0 by
moving c1 to the bottom in all voters’ orderings (as explained in the proof of Lemma
1) pass from these to R00 and R̃00 by moving c2 to the bottom, and so forth until
RðkÞ ¼ R̃ðkÞ : &
The next result, which is similar to a step in the proof of Lemma 5 of DJLeB,
shows that for each a; b; cAC and each RARfa;b;cg ; the choices made from various
subsets of fa; b; cg are ‘‘rationalizable’’ in the sense of conforming to a social
ordering of fa; b; cg:
Lemma 3. For any a; b; cAC and any RARfa;b;cg there is a weak preference ordering
kR of fa; b; cg such that for each F Cfa; b; cg with #F X2;
V ðF ,ðC\fa; b; cgÞ; RÞ ¼ topðF ; kR Þ:
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Proof. Fix a proﬁle RARfa;b;cg : Deﬁne kR by specifying that, for all d; eAfa; b; cg;
dkR e3dAV ðfd; eg,ðC\fa; b; cgÞ; RÞ:
Lemma 1 implies that
|aV ðfd; eg,ðC\fa; b; cgÞ; RÞCfd; eg;
so kR is complete: dkR e or ekR d; or both.
Assume that akR b and bkR c: Completeness implies that there is some relabelling
such that this holds.
We claim that aAV ðC; RÞ: If aeV ðC; RÞ; then a-insigniﬁcance would imply that
V ðC\fag; RÞ ¼ V ðC; RÞ; so that bAV ðC; RÞ since bkR c: Consequently either cnonexpansion or c-insigniﬁcance would imply that V ðC\fcg; RÞCV ðC; RÞ\fcg: Since
akR b; aAV ðC\fcg; RÞ; so aAV ðC; RÞ; a contradiction.
Now aAV ðC\fbg; RÞ follows either from b-noncontraction or b-insigniﬁcance.
That is, akR c; so we have shown that kR is transitive.
It remains to show that V ðC; RÞ ¼ topðfa; b; cg; kR Þ: Suppose that
aAtopðfa; b; cgÞ: Above we showed that this implies that aAV ðC; RÞ: (We were
also assuming that bkR c; but the case ckR b is symmetric.) Therefore
topðfa; b; cg; kR ÞCV ðC; RÞ:
Now suppose that betopðfa; b; cg; kR Þ: Suppose that agR b; i.e., beV ðC\fcg; RÞ:
(Of course the case cgR b is symmetric.) Then beV ðC; RÞ; since otherwise
c-noncontraction or c-insigniﬁcance would imply bAV ðC\fcg; RÞ: Thus
V ðC; RÞCtopðfa; b; cg; kR Þ: &
At this point the general outline of our proof strategy diverges from the methods
of other authors. The thrust of the argument in DJLeB is to establish that the
hypotheses of Wilson’s [39] version of Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem are satisﬁed
by a derived social welfare function in certain circumstances, obtain a dictator from
that result, and then show that the dictator must be the same across different
applications of Wilson’s result, and that the dictator’s preferences govern the choice
in all circumstances. The argument by Ehlers and Weymark [15] is a matter of
verifying that a derived social welfare function satisﬁes the hypotheses of the
Grether–Plott theorem, which is also a version of Arrow’s theorem. In similar
fashion, Rodrı́guez-Álvarez [36] applies a third version of Arrow’s theorem due to
Mas-Colell and Sonnenschein [30].
Since we need to prove that choices are governed by a serial dictatorship, appeals
to standard versions of Arrow’s theorem are not sufﬁcient. It might seem more
natural to appeal to the Gibbard–Satterthwaite theorem, but, as we mentioned in the
introduction, in environments in which voters have weak preferences there are
nonmanipulable and Paretian social choice functions that are given by more general
forms of serial dictatorship than we are allowing. There is some literature concerning
a serial dictatorship version of Arrow’s theorem in which the social preference
between two alternatives is the preference of the second dictator when the ﬁrst
dictator is indifferent, the preference of the third dictator when both the ﬁrst and
second dictator are indifferent, and so forth e.g., [1,2; 9, p. 341; 21, Theorem 3; 29,
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p. 345]. To the best of our knowledge, however, there is no literature considering the
possibility that a ﬁxed tie breaking rule is used to resolve unanimous indifference,
hence no existing result which would imply the theorem once a derived social welfare
function had been shown to satisfy its hypotheses.
Instead of proceeding in the style of DJLeB, Ehlers-Weymark and Rodrı́guezÁlvarez, we adopt methods developed by Geanakoplos [20] in the context of a proof
of Arrow’s theorem. The general idea, which goes back to Barberà [4], is to show
that a voter who is ‘‘pivotal’’ in a certain circumstance must also have power in
various other situations, and that collectively these implications establish that the
voter is a dictator. Benoı̂t [7] applies these methods to prove a variant of the
Gibbard–Satterthwaite theorem. Reny [34] gives a single pivotal voter argument that
(with minor adjustments) proves both Arrow’s theorem and the Gibbard–
Satterthwaite theorem.
Lemma 7 shows that for any a; bAC (provided there are at least three candidates)
there is a serial dictatorship for proﬁles in Rfa;bg : The next two results are more
technical versions of this idea. Our argument is similar to Geanakoplos’ insofar as
we begin with a proﬁle in which all voters prefer a and b to c; then pass through a
series of proﬁles in which c is moved to the top one voter at a time, identifying an
fa; bg-dictator by observing the point at which the choice changes.
For any F CC and any set W CVw of voters with weak preferences let RW
F be the
set of proﬁles RARF in which aIi b for all a; bAF and iAW :
Lemma 4. Suppose that a; b; c are distinct elements of C; W CVw ; and
V\ðW ,fa; b; cgÞ is nonempty. Then there is a voter iAV\ðW ,fa; b; cgÞ such that
W
agR b for all RARW
fa;b;cg with aPi b and bgR a for all RARfa;b;cg with bPi a:
Proof. Consider a proﬁle R0 in RW
fa;b;cg in which: (i) all voters not in W ,fb; cg
strictly prefer a to b and b to c; (ii) if bAV; then b strictly prefers a to c; and (iii) if
cAV; then c strictly prefers a to b: Since there is a voter who is not in W ,fa; b; cg;
Lemma 1 implies that V ðC; R0 Þ ¼ fag:
We now consider a sequence of proﬁles R1 ; y; R#ðV\W Þ where each proﬁle in the
sequence R0 ; R1 ; y; R#ðV\W Þ is obtained from the last by moving c to the top for one
voter. Let V\W ¼ fi1 ; y; i#ðV\W Þ g: Supposing that Rk1 has been determined, we
construct Rk by setting Rkj ¼ Rk1
for all jAN\fik g and letting Rkik be the preference
j
obtained from Rk1
by moving c as far up as possible. If ik ¼ c; this means that
ik
;
and
otherwise
Rkik is the unique preference that has c most preferred
Rkik ¼ Rk1
ik
on C\fcg: Since there is a voter
(except for ik itself, if ik AC) and agrees with Rk1
ik
outside W ,fa; b; cg; Lemma 1 implies that V ðC; R#ðV\W Þ Þ ¼ fcg; so we may let
i ¼ ik for the ﬁrst k such that ckRk a or ckRk b: Note that i ¼ c is impossible, since in
that case Rk ¼ Rk1 :
Lemma 3 implies that V ðC; Rk Þ ¼ topðfa; b; cg; kRk Þ; and we claim that this set is
fcg: Suppose not. Then, under kRk ; c is weakly inferior to an element of fa; bg and
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weakly preferred to an element of fa; bg: We may take these two elements to be
distinct, since, if there was an element, say a; that was indifferent to c; we could
regard a as the one that was weakly preferred if ckRk b or the one that was weakly
inferior if bkRk c: So, without loss of generality, suppose that akRk ckRk b: Except
for a and b; when one or both are voters, all voters have a and b adjacent to each
other, so there is a proﬁle R̃k obtained from Rk by bringing b to the top of fa; bg; if it
is not already there, for each voter in V\ðW ,fagÞ: Then Rk and R̃k agree on C\fag
and C\fbg; and bP̃kj a for all jAV\ðW ,fagÞ: By independence of irrelevant
alternatives, akR̃k ckR̃k b; but (since there is a voter who is not in W ,fa; b; cg)
unanimity implies that bgR̃k a: Since this is a contradiction, we conclude that
V ðC; Rk Þ ¼ fcg; as desired.
Suppose that aPki b: (The other case is symmetric.) Consider any proﬁle RARW
fa;b;cg
with aPi b that agrees with R0 (the proﬁle we began with) on C\fa; b; cg: Let R̂k be the
proﬁle obtained from Rk by putting c strictly between a and b in i’s preferences and
changing the rankings of a and b by agents in V\ðW ,fi; a; bgÞ to agree with the
ranking given by R: That is:
(i) R̂kj ¼ Rkj for all jAW ,fa; bg;
(ii) R̂kc ¼ Rc ;
(iii) d R̂kj e3dRkj e for all jAV\ðW ,fi; a; bgÞ and d; eAC such that fd; egafa; bg;
(iv) aR̂kj b3aRj b and bR̂kj a3bRj a for all jAV\ðW ,fi; a; bgÞ;
(v) d R̂ki e3dRki e for all d; eAC such that fd; eg is neither fa; cg nor fb; cg;
(vi) aP̂ki cP̂ki b:
We claim that agR̂k b: Note that R̂k and Rk1 agree on C\fbg: Our choice of k
implies that ceV ðC\fbg; Rk1 Þ; so agR̂k c follows from independence of irrelevant
k
k
alternatives. In addition, R̂k ARW
fa;b;cg agrees with R on C\fag: Since V ðC; R Þ ¼
fcg; a-irrelevance and independence of irrelevant alternatives imply that cgR̂k b:
Now agR̂k b follows from transitivity.
We now establish that iefa; b; cg: As we noted above, i ¼ c is impossible. Because
we are assuming that aPk b; i ¼ b is impossible. We could have chosen R with bPj a
for all jAV\ðW ,fagÞ; in which case agR̂k b would be contrary to unanimity
(because V\ðW ,fa; b; cgÞa|) so we have iaa:
By independence of irrelevant alternatives, V ðC\fcg; RÞ ¼ V ðC\fcg; R̂k Þ; so
agR b: Lemma 2 implies that this conclusion holds for all RARW
fa;b;cg with aPi b;
0
not just those that agree with R on C\fa; b; cg: From symmetry it follows that bgR a
for all RARW
fa;b;cg with bPi a: The proof is complete. &
Lemma 5. Suppose that #CX3; a and b are distinct elements of C; and
W CVw : Suppose also that V\ðW ,fa; bgÞ is nonempty, and if it has only
one element, that voter is not a candidate. Then there is a voter iAV\ðW ,CÞ
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W
such that agR b for all RARW
fa;bg such that aPi b and bgR a for all RARfa;bg
such that bPi a:

Proof. Let c be an element of C\fa; bg: Since c cannot be the only element of
V\ðW ,fa; bgÞ; Lemma 4 allows us to choose iAV\ðW ,fa; b; cgÞ such that agR b
W
W
for all RARW
fa;b;cg with aPi b and bgR a for all RARfa;b;cg with bPi a: Choose RARfa;bg
with aPi b: (The other case is symmetric.) Let R0 ARfa;bg be the proﬁle constructed
from R by moving candidates in C\fa; bg strictly below fa; bg (except to the extent
that candidate voters are constrained to prefer themselves) while preserving the
ordering in the two sets. That is, R0 agrees with R on both fa; bg and C\fa; bg and
has each voter strictly preferring a and b to all elements of C\fa; bg other than
0
themselves. Let R00 ARfa;bg -RW
fa;b;cg be the proﬁle obtained from R by moving c to
the top indifference class of voters in W \fcg; and moving c below fa; bg; but above
all other candidates except themselves, for voters in V\ðW ,fcgÞ: In other words,
R00 agrees with R0 on C\fcg; has each voter in W \fcg indifferent between a; b; and c;
and has each voter in V\ðW ,fcgÞ strictly preferring a and b to c and strictly
preferring c to all elements of C\fa; b; cg other than herself. Now
V ðC; RÞ ¼ V ðC; R0 Þ ¼ V ðC; R00 Þ ¼ fag:
Here the ﬁrst two equalities follows from Lemma 2, the third follows from Lemma 4.
It remains to show that ieC: But if iAC; we could have chosen c ¼ i in the
argument above, leading to a different i0 with the asserted property. Clearly this is
impossible. &
A consequence of the theorem is that there is at most one candidate voter whose
preferences affect the outcome. The next result is closely related.
Lemma 6. Suppose #CX3: If V\CCVw ; then there is at most one candidate voter.
Proof. Set W :¼ V\C: In order to produce a contradiction suppose that W CVw
and there are at least two candidate voters including, say, a and b: If C\fa; bg had
two (or more) elements, say c and d; then fa; bgCV\ðW ,fc; dgÞ; so Lemma 5
would imply that there was a noncandidate voter outside W ; contrary to the
deﬁnition of W : Thus #C ¼ 3; so suppose that C ¼ fa; b; cg with a; bAV:
If ceV consider the proﬁle R in which aPa cPa b; bPb aPb c; and aIi bIi c for all other
iAV: Then a is the unique unanimous favorite from C; and we must have V ðC; RÞ ¼
fag: Now V ðC\fcg; RÞ ¼ fag follows from c-irrelevance. But we could have begun
with the proﬁle R0 in which bP0a c; cP0b a; and aIi bIi c for all other iAV: Reasoning as
above, we ﬁnd that V ðC\fcg; R0 Þ ¼ fbg: But independence of irrelevant alternatives
implies that V ðC\fcg; RÞ ¼ V ðC\fcg; R0 Þ: This is a contradiction.
If cAV consider the proﬁle R which embodies Condorcet proﬁle preferences among a; b; and c while all other voters are indifferent. Speciﬁcally,
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aPa bPa c; bPb cPb a; cPc aPc b; and aIi bIi c for all other iAV: Unanimity implies that
V ðC\fag; RÞ ¼ fbg; V ðC\fbg; RÞ ¼ fcg; V ðC\fcg; RÞ ¼ fag:
For any subset of C ¼ fa; b; cg; the supposition that V ðC; RÞ is this set leads quickly
to a violation of strong candidate stability. For example, V ðC; RÞ ¼ fag is
inconsistent with b-insigniﬁcance, V ðC; RÞ ¼ fa; bg is inconsistent with c-insignificance, V ðC; RÞ ¼ fa; b; cg is inconsistent with noncontraction, and so forth. &
Lemma 6 has an implication that seems interesting, even though it is not used in
our proof. We say that a voter i has influence if there are proﬁles R; R0 AR with
Rj ¼ R0j for all jai such that V ðA; RÞaV ðA; R0 Þ for some roster A: Let VI be the set
of voters who have inﬂuence, let RI be the proﬁles of allowed preferences for such
voters, and let proj: R-RI be the natural projection. One may deﬁne V I : A
RI -2C \| implicitly by requiring that V I ðA; projðRÞÞ ¼ V ðA; RÞ for all ðA; RÞAA
R: Clearly V I satisﬁes feasibility and independence of irrelevant alternatives. Since
strong candidate stability is a matter of comparing the outcomes for different rosters
at a single proﬁle, it is also clear that V I has this property.
It also turns out that V I satisﬁes unanimity. Suppose that the set of unanimous
favorites from some AAA for RI ARI has exactly one element a: In order to produce
a contradiction suppose that there is some bAV I ðA; RI Þ\F : Extend RI to a proﬁle
RAR by endowing each voter in V\VI with a preference ordering in which she
strictly prefers a to all other candidates other than herself, and strictly prefers all
candidates to b (unless she is b). Then the set of unanimous favorites for R from A
contains fag: It can contain b only if V\VI ¼ fbg; and all voters have both a and b
as restricted favorites, and aAI so that b was not a unanimous favorite in A for RI
because it was Pareto dominated by a: But in this case a; bAV and V\fa; bgCVw ;
contrary to Lemma 6. Therefore beV ðA; RÞ since V satisﬁes unanimity. But
V I ðA; RI Þ ¼ V ðA; RÞ; so this is a contradiction.
If the theorem holds for V I ; then it clearly holds for V : Therefore there is no loss
of generality in assuming that all candidates have inﬂuence, but we have not found a
way to take advantage of this.
Lemma 7. Assume #CX3: For any distinct a; bAC there is a candidate final
dictatorship ðp; rÞ such that V is ðp; rÞ-dictatorial on Rfa;bg :
Proof. Since there are at least two voters, Lemma 6 implies that V\fa; bg cannot be
empty, and if this set has exactly one element, that voter cannot be a candidate.
Therefore Lemma 5 implies the existence of a voter pð1ÞeC such that agR b for all
RAR|fa;bg with aPpð1Þ b and bgR a for all RAR|fa;bg with bPpð1Þ a: We deﬁne
pð2Þ; y; pð#VÞ inductively. Assume that pð1Þ; y; pðj  1Þ have already been
determined.
If one of pð1Þ; y; pðj  1Þ is in Vs ; then pðjÞ may be chosen arbitrarily from the
remaining voters. If j ¼ #V; so that there is only one remaining voter, let pðjÞ be
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that voter. If pð1Þ; y; pðj  1Þ are all in Vw \C and there is more than one other
voter, Lemma 6 implies that there must be a voter outside of fpð1Þ; y; pðj  1Þg
other than a and b; and if there is only one such voter, that voter cannot be a
candidate. Therefore the hypotheses of Lemma 5 are satisﬁed. Let pðjÞeC be the
fpð1Þ;y;pðj1Þg
voter such that, for all RARfa;bg
; agR b if aPpðjÞ b and bgR a if bPpðjÞ a: This
process continues until we choose pðjÞAVs or there is only one remaining voter.
Note that the resulting p is necessarily candidate ﬁnal.
If Vs a|; or if pð#VÞAfa; bg; an ordering r of C\V may be chosen arbitrarily.
Otherwise consider RARfa;bg with aIi b for all i ¼ 1; y; #V: Let r be any ordering
of C\V that has a preferred to b; a and b indifferent, or b preferred to a; according to
whether V ðC; RÞ is fag; fa; bg; or fbg; as is required by Lemma 1. Lemma 2 implies
that the ordering of a and b under r is the same for all R that might be employed in
this deﬁnition.
We now show that V is ðp; rÞ-dictatorial on Rfa;bg : Consider any RARfa;bg : If all
voters in V are indifferent between a and b; then V ðC; RÞ ¼ Vðp;rÞ ðC; RÞ by virtue of
the deﬁnition of r: Otherwise let j be the ﬁrst index such that it is not the case that
aIpðjÞ b; and set W ¼ fpð1Þ; y; pðj  1Þg: Without loss of generality (by symmetry)
suppose that aPpðjÞ b:
There are now two possibilities. The ﬁrst is that j ¼ #V; in which case
V ðC; RÞ ¼ fag ¼ Vðp;rÞ ðC; RÞ

ð1Þ

by unanimity and the deﬁnition of Vðp;rÞ : This equation also holds in the second case,
namely that jo#V; since V ðC; RÞ ¼ fag because Lemma 5 was used to choose pðjÞ;
and the deﬁnition of Vðp;rÞ implies that fag ¼ Vðp;rÞ ðC; RÞ:
Unanimity and the deﬁnition of Vðp;rÞ imply that
V ðC\fag; RÞ ¼ fbg ¼ Vðp;rÞ ðC\fag; RÞ

ð2Þ

V ðC\fbg; RÞ ¼ fag ¼ Vðp;rÞ ðC\fbg; RÞ:

ð3Þ

and

By Lemma 1 and c-insigniﬁcance, (1), and the deﬁnition of Vðp;rÞ ;
V ðC\fcg; RÞ ¼ V ðC; RÞ ¼ Vðp;rÞ ðC; RÞ ¼ Vðp;rÞ ðC\fcg; RÞ

ð4Þ

for all cAC\fa; bg: The assertion we have been trying to prove consists of Eqs. (1)–(4)
so the proof is complete. &
We have now shown that for each two element set F CC there is a candidate ﬁnal
serial dictatorship ðpF ; rF Þ such that V is ðpF ; rF Þ-dictatorial on RF : The remaining
steps in the proof are matters of showing that this conclusion can be extended to sets
F with more than two elements, and that the various dictatorships are in agreement.
That is, there is a single serial dictatorship that agrees with each ðpF ; rF Þ on the
relevant domain.
The next lemma shows that if, for a given integer k; V is dictatorial on RF for each
F CC with #F ¼ k; then, in connection with sets F  with #F  ¼ k þ 1; it satisﬁes
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some of the conditions involved in being candidate ﬁnal dictatorial on RF  : This
provides the key information required in the inductive extension of the conclusion to
sets F  with arbitrarily many elements.
Lemma 8. Assume that #CX3: Suppose that for some kX2 it is the case that for each
F with #F ¼ k there is a candidate final dictatorship ðpF ; rF Þ such that V is ðpF ; rF Þdictatorial on RF : Then for each F  with #F  ¼ k þ 1; each RARF  ; and any aAF  ;
V ðC\fag; RÞ ¼ VðpF  \fag ;rF  \fag Þ ðC\fag; RÞ:

ð5Þ

If, in addition, aAF  \V ðC; RÞ; then
V ðC; RÞ ¼ VðpF  \fag ;rF  \fag Þ ðC\fag; RÞ:

ð6Þ

Proof. Fix F  with #F  ¼ k þ 1 and RARF  : To simplify notation we write ðpa ; ra Þ
in place of ðpF  \fag ; rF  \fag Þ: By moving a to the bottom of F  for voters other than a
we may construct R0 ARF  \fag -RF  that agrees with R on C\fag: Then
V ðC\fag; RÞ ¼ V ðC\fag; R0 Þ ¼ V ðC; R0 Þ ¼ Vðpa ;ra Þ ðC; R0 Þ ¼ Vðpa ;ra Þ ðC\fag; RÞ:
Here the ﬁrst equality is from independence of irrelevant alternatives, the second
follows from Lemma 1 (which implies that aeV ðC; R0 Þ since there are at least two
voters, hence at least one voter other than a) and a-insigniﬁcance, and the third is by
assumption. Since there are at least two voters and ðpa ; ra Þ is candidate ﬁnal,
pa ð1Þaa; so the last equality follows from the deﬁnition of Vðpa ;ra Þ : If aAF  \V ðC; RÞ;
then a-insigniﬁcance and (5) imply
V ðC; RÞ ¼ V ðC\fag; RÞ ¼ Vðpa ;ra Þ ðC\fag; RÞ:

&

As above, suppose that for some kX2 we know that for each k-element set F ; V is
ðpF ; rF Þ-dictatorial on RF for some candidate ﬁnal serial dictatorship ðpF ; rF Þ:
Lemma 10 shows that for all k-element sets F ; F 0 ; pF and pF 0 are equivalent, but of
course we should not expect to have pF ¼ pF 0 : Similarly, there is no reason to expect
rF and rF 0 to be in any sort of agreement unless all voters have weak preferences,
and even then we know nothing about how rF orders pairs of nonvoting candidates
that are not both in F ; so the most we can hope for is that rF and rF 0 agree on
ðF -F 0 Þ\V: The following result considers the case in which #ðF ,F 0 Þ ¼ k þ 1:
Lemma 9. Assume that #CX3: Suppose that for some kX2 it is the case that for each
F with #F ¼ k there is a candidate final dictatorship ðpF ; rF Þ such that V is ðpF ; rF Þdictatorial on RF : Then for each ðk þ 1Þ-element set F  and any distinct elements
a; bAF  ; pF  \fag and pF  \fbg are equivalent, and if VCNw ; then there is an ordering r
of F  \V such that for each aAF  ; r agrees with rF  \fag on F  \ðfag,VÞ:
Proof. Fix F  with #F  ¼ k þ 1: To simplify notation we write pa in place of pF  \fag ;
ra in place of rF  \fag ; etc.
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Suppose, in order to produce a contradiction, that pa ipb for some a; bAF  : Let
jAf1; y; #Vg be the ﬁrst index such that there exist a; bAF  with pa ðjÞapb ðjÞ: (See
Remark 1.) Since pa and pb are not equivalent, pa ð1Þ ¼ pb ð1Þ; y; pa ðj  1Þ ¼
pb ðj  1Þ are all elements of Vw : Choosing cAF  \fa; bg; we may assume without loss
of generality that pc ðjÞapb ðjÞ: If j ¼ #V; then pa ðhÞ ¼ pb ðhÞ for #V  1 values of
h; hence for all values of h since pa and pb are bijections, so that pa ¼ pb : Therefore
jo#V: Since ðpa ; ra Þ and ðpb ; rb Þ are candidate ﬁnal, none of
pa ð1Þ ¼ pb ð1Þ ¼ pc ð1Þ; y; pa ðj  1Þ ¼ pb ðj  1Þ ¼ pc ðj  1Þ; pa ðjÞ; pb ðjÞ; pc ðjÞ
are candidates. Therefore there is a proﬁle RARF  in which:
(i) all voters who are not candidates strictly prefer a; b; and c to any dAC\fa; b; cg;
and all candidate voters strictly prefer these candidates to all candidates other
than themselves;
(ii) pa ð1Þ ¼ pb ð1Þ ¼ pc ð1Þ; y; pa ðj  1Þ ¼ pb ðj  1Þ ¼ pc ðj  1Þ are indifferent between a; b; and c;
(iii) pa ðjÞ and pc ðjÞ have the same preferences, preferring a to b and b to c; and
(iv) pb ðjÞ prefers c to either a or b:
We have V ðC; RÞCfa; b; cg by Lemma 1. But we will show that for each subset
F Cfa; b; cg; the supposition V ðC; RÞ ¼ F entails a contradiction.
We cannot have V ðC; RÞ ¼ fa; b; cg since a-noncontraction would imply that
fb; cgCV ðC\fag; RÞ ¼ Vðpa ;ra Þ ðC\fag; RÞ ¼ fbg;
a contradiction. Therefore there is a zAfa; b; cg\V ðC; RÞ: Now z-insigniﬁcance and
(6) imply that
V ðC; RÞ ¼ V ðC\fzg; RÞ ¼ Vðpz ;rz Þ ðC\fzg; RÞ:
Consequently V ðC; RÞ must be a singleton since pz ðjÞ is not indifferent between the
elements of fa; b; cg\fzg: It cannot be the case that V ðC; RÞ ¼ fag; since then (6) and
(iv) imply that
V ðC; RÞ ¼ Vðpb ;rb Þ ðC\fbg; RÞ ¼ fcg:
Similarly, if V ðC; RÞ ¼ fbg; then (6) and (iii) imply that
V ðC; RÞ ¼ Vðpc ;rc Þ ðC\fcg; RÞ ¼ fag;
and if V ðC; RÞ ¼ fcg; then (6) and (iii) imply that
V ðC; RÞ ¼ Vðpa ;ra Þ ðC\fag; RÞ ¼ fbg:
This contradiction completes the proof that pa ipb is impossible.
Since #F  ¼ k þ 1; there is at least one cAF  \fa; bg: Let R be any proﬁle RF  with
each voter indifferent between a and b and strictly preferring them to all other
candidates except herself, if she is a candidate. If c and c0 are both in F  \fa; bg; then
c; c0 eV ðC; RÞ; and pa ¼ pb is candidate ﬁnal, so that
Vðpc ;rc Þ ðC\fcg; RÞ; Vðpc ;rc Þ ðC\fcg; RÞCfa; bg:
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Thus (6) can be applied, and (6) implies that arc b if and only if arc0 b: Therefore we
may construct a binary relation r on F  \V by specifying that ar b if arc b for
cAF  \fa; bg: This r is complete since each ra is, and it remains to show that it is
transitive. If #ðF  \VÞX4 transitivity follows from the transitivity of each ra ;
so suppose that F  \V ¼ fa; b; cg; and assume that ar b and br c; i.e., arc b and
bra c: If not arb c; so that it is not the case that ar c; then V ðC\fbg; RÞ ¼ fcg for any
proﬁle RARfa;b;cg in which all voters are indifferent between a; b; and c: Then the
three possibilities for V ðC; RÞ allowed by b-stability are V ðC; RÞ ¼ fcg; V ðC; RÞ ¼
fbg; and V ðC; RÞ ¼ fb; cg: In the ﬁrst case a-insigniﬁcance implies that
V ðC\fag; RÞ ¼ fcg; contrary to bra c; and in the second and third case cinsigniﬁcance and c-nonexpansion, respectively, imply that V ðC\fcg; RÞ ¼ fbg;
contrary to arc b: &
Lemma 10. Assume that #CX3: Suppose that for some kX2 it is the case that for
each F with #F ¼ k there is a candidate final dictatorship ðpF ; rF Þ such that V is
ðpF ; rF Þ-dictatorial on RF : Then there is a candidate final dictatorship ðp; rÞ such that
for all F with #F ¼ k; pF and p are equivalent, and if VCNw ; then rF and r agree
on F \V:
Proof. Any two k-element subsets of C are connected by a sequence of k and k þ 1
element set obtained from alternating additions and deletions of single elements.
Therefore Lemma 9 implies that pF EpF 0 for all k-element sets F ; F 0 : Let p be any
representative of the equivalence class containing pF for all k-element sets F : Lemma
9 also implies that if VCNw ; then any two nonvoting candidates must be ordered in
the same way by rF for all k-element sets F that contain both. Therefore we may let
r be the binary relation on C\V deﬁned by requiring that arb if and only if arF b for
all k-element sets F that contain both. For any ðk þ 1Þ-element set F  ; r agrees with
the associated r on F  \V given by Lemma 9, so, since kX2; r is transitive. Clearly
ðp; rÞ is candidate ﬁnal, since each ðpF ; rF Þ is. &
In view of Lemma 7, the following result implies that V is candidate ﬁnal
dictatorial, and thus completes the proof of the theorem. Its proof is a matter of
inductively extending the domain of the serial dictatorship to the sets of proﬁles RF
for sets F of all cardinality.
Lemma 11. Assume that #CX3: Suppose that for each F with #F ¼ 2 there is a
candidate final dictatorship ðpF ; rF Þ such that V is ðpF ; rF Þ-dictatorial on RF : Then V
is candidate final dictatorial.
Proof. By Lemma 10 there is a candidate ﬁnal ðp; rÞ such that for each F CC with
#F ¼ 2; V is ðp; rÞ-dictatorial on RF : We argue by induction: assuming that for
some k such that 2pko#C; V is ðp; rÞ-dictatorial on RF for all F with #F ¼ k; we
will show that this also holds with k replaced by k þ 1: Fixing F  CC with #F  ¼
k þ 1; our goal is to show that V is ðp; rÞ-dictatorial on RF  :
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Fix RARF  : We ﬁrst show that V ðC; RÞ ¼ Vðp;rÞ ðC; RÞ: Lemma 1 implies that
V ðC; RÞCF  : If V ðC; RÞ ¼ F  ; then, for each aAF  ; a-nonexpansion, a-noncontraction, and (5) of Lemma 8 imply that
F  \fag ¼ V ðC\fag; RÞ ¼ Vðp;rÞ ðC\fag; RÞ;
so that all voters and r are indifferent between all elements of F  \fag: Since F  has at
least three elements, this argument, applied to each aAF  ; implies that all voters and
r are indifferent between all elements of F  ; so that V ðC; RÞ ¼ F  ¼ Vðp;rÞ ðC; RÞ; as
desired.
Now suppose that V ðC; RÞ is a proper subset of F  : Fix aAF  \V ðC; RÞ: We wish
to show that V ðC; RÞ ¼ Vðp;rÞ ðC; RÞ; and from (6) of Lemma 8 we have V ðC; RÞ ¼
Vðp;rÞ ðC\fag; RÞ; so it sufﬁces to show that Vðp;rÞ ðC\fag; RÞ ¼ Vðp;rÞ ðC; RÞ: Since F 
has at least three elements there is some bAF  ; baa; such that V ðC; RÞafbg:
Lemma 8(5) implies that V ðC\fbg; RÞ ¼ Vðp;rÞ ðC\fbg; RÞ; and b-nonexpansion or binsigniﬁcance implies that V ðC\fbg; RÞCV ðC; RÞ\fbg; so that aeVðp;rÞ ðC\fbg; RÞ:
The deﬁnition of Vðp;rÞ now implies both that aeVðp;rÞ ðC; RÞ and, therefore, that
Vðp;rÞ ðC\fag; RÞ ¼ Vðp;rÞ ðC; RÞ; as desired.
The ﬁnal step is to show that V ðC\fag; RÞ ¼ Vðp;rÞ ðC\fag; RÞ for all aAC: When
aAF  this follows from (5) of Lemma 8. For aeF  we have
V ðC\fag; RÞ ¼ V ðC; RÞ ¼ Vðp;rÞ ðC; RÞ ¼ Vðp;rÞ ðC\fag; RÞ;
where the ﬁrst equality is from Lemma 1 and a-insigniﬁcance, the second is the result
just established, and the third is from the deﬁnition of Vðp;rÞ : &
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